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SINN F£1N THE WORKERS' PARTY is contesting this
general election on the basis of policies developed over
the past number of years. They are policies carefully
researched and designed to further the welfare of the vast
majority of the population - the working class
c~~_nity.

The election is being held at a time of crisis. It is a crisis
not only of vast unemployment, rising prices, dwindling
health and educational services, inadequate housing, but it
is also a crisis which is effecting the nation at a deeper
level.
We are concerned at the decline in the standard of
public political values, at the growing cynicism and dis911st
iwith the political process itself, particularly on the part cf

·the young.
This is due not only to the abject failure 't{ Fianna F~il
the Coalition to satisfy the basic material needs of
rvast sections of our people, but also because there is a
jwidespread feeling that in the course of these past years
1public political values have been debased by th~e same
lpatties.
I It is just not possible for youth, women, the aged, the
'. disabled, the 126,000 officially une~ployed, the family that

I

iand

;cannot cope with rising prices, to believe the promises and
~counter promises of Fianna Ft.ii and Fine Gael. It is this
:sort of abuse of power, this lack of integrity and honesty
which has created serious disillusionment and ultimately
attacks the entire democratic system at its roots.
Sinn Fffln The Workers' Party in seeking to represent

the ~ing class community stresses that while we are
: absolutely concerned to solve the problems of
unempk)yment, inflation, the squandering of our natural
, resources and al the other vital economic issues which
confront the nation. we are at the same time pledged to
the strengthening of the democratic process and the
defence of political values. We stand in absolute
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.opposition to thoee whose sole political interest is private
profit and personal power. at public expense.
We stress that Sinn Ftin The Workers' Party is by its
nature and its programme a party of the working class.
Our politics are a product of that class. We are
~mpaigning in this election to bring the full meaning of
that statement in front of the electorate. We do so
conscious of the efforts being made to project the efection
as a conflict between personalities.
In reality this aims at reducing the voters to spectators
at a beauty contest. Political ideas cea5e to be as
importar.t as. the image of the "leaders". And the content
of a party·s programme disappears in the preo.:cupation
with the wrapr,:ng in which it is oresented.
Si;:n Fe:i1 Thf: Workers' Party sees a country being
ciriven to economic, political and moral b:mkrupt~y.
In Northern Ireland the ongoing violence, the contir.u~d
failure of the \fv'e3tn)nster Government to establish
democracy and guarantee Civil Rights and the disastrous
economic and political policies !:>eing followed by Mrs.
Thatcher are all major causes of concern. We urge all who
are committed to the democratic principle to support only
thosE ~·3rties committed to peace. the creation of work
and tha Pstablishment of democratic government.
V..fe ~ee and are dismayed at the tragedy of North!:rn
Ireland being used to d;vert the attention of the population
from the gross reality of life in this state.
We are concerned that the forces working for peace
and democracy in Northern Ireland will not be heard at:ove
raucous voi:es of those who raise the "nationaJ question"
for their own ends and care little for the death and
destruction that ensues.
For us the national question and its solution is the
pfacing of political aod economic power in the hands of
the Irish working cl~ss. That is the meaningful Republic
for which our Party is working.
· The issues in this election are jobs and prices, the
.,
quality of political and social life: S!nn Fein The Workers'
Party is campaigni~
not only to b"ng these
issues to
.
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every door but also to return candidates to the DAil who
will work for their resolution and who will maintain them
in front of the people.

POLICY SYNOPSIS
1. We believe that the main issues in this election are
work, prices and peace. There is a close connection
between Fianna Fail's failure to find jobs and Fianna Fail's
inflammatory warmongering rhetoric about the North.
2. We believe full employment is possible on this island
because we have the land, the sea, the mineral resources,
the peat, the forests and the powerful potential of a young
population. We want 500,000 jobs by 1990.
3. The machine to drive us to full employment should be
a Central Planning Authority drawn from the I DA, the
;public service, the productive state companies and the
ICTU. That body would have the most extensive powers
· to compulsorily order banks and building societies into
capital programmes; instruct the private sector to change
·technology and produce new products; industrialise
agriculture, forestry and set about the farming of the seas.
4. The Central Planning Authority would be charged with
delivering 500,000 sound, high technology jobs by 1990.
These jobs would come from 14 key sectors of production
each with a state company standing at its head. These •
sectors cover: Land, Forestry, Fisheries, Mining, Turf,
Textiles, leather, Chemicals, Cement, Glass Products,
Metals and Engineering, Construction, Energy and Water,
Research and Development.
·
5. These jobs cannot be created overnight because they
are meant to be stable and permanent jobs. This means a
separate plan for youth employment. Sinn F6in The
Workers' Party TDs in the Dc\il will be proposing a
co.mprehensive scheme which would include a three year

programme of voluntary national service of education,
career guidance and on the job training.
We believe the bulk of the 65,000 school leavers thrown
' :~
on the labour market each year desperately need this plan.
Payment during this period would be higher than the
current Dole.
6. As this young population will then be streamed into
the longterm Central Planning Authority jobs, they will
need houses. A new state company, the National
Construction Company would be giv~n money, at low
interest rates, to compete with the i::rivate sector, creating
120,000 building jobs in the process.
7. That young working class must be protected from =
· price inflation and indirect taxation. We would support the
rigorous implementation of the PAYE system together
with direct taxes on land, property and surplus income . .
Then we seek controls on the price of food in three ways.
First, a price freeze on ba!:.;c foodstuffs for,.nine months.
Second, food subsidies on eight basic consumer costs milk, butter, bread, meat, CIE fares, elec~ricity, gas and
turf. Third, we oppose the CAP system and would index
farm price increases to proved productivity.
·
8. There are vast problems facing women. In the Dail tht3,
Party wilt work for:
The guarantee of married women's right to unemployment
· benefit.
The extension of maternity leave to 26 weeks. ,
The provision of creche and nursery facilities at places of
work and public service.
., The immediate raising of children's allowances to the level
-. 1
'
necessary to maintain a child.
Improved legal and social help for victims of domestic 1-~ l. -:.. ' - Sc 4
violence.
9. Sinn Ft\in The Workers' Party is committed to the idea :.:> er\
of a comprehensive, nations, pay related pension scheme,
recognising that only such a scheme can properly cater for
the needs of aft categories of workers. We will also be
seeking an inves~i9ation into the manner ·in which OAP are
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'taxes on additional earnings.
10. We support the concept of a Disabled -Persons ~
Charter of Rights and can for the appointment of a
Minister of State with particular responsibility for the
development of services for the physicaUy handicapped
population. Furthermore we will be seeking immediate
remedies to the appalling conditions under which
psychiatric patients are hospitalised and a major
investment in the training and staffing of the existing
institutions.
11. We predict that after the summer promises a Fianna
Fai! winter will see 100,000 people on the Dole. In that
loriJ queue most of the faces wilt be young. Our TOs will
be demanding an immediate crash programme to get the
jobless total down by next Christmas. That is our Party's \J.
first instructio:-i to its future TDs.
12 "'e predict that the Fine Gael tax bribe will fuel
inflation to almost 30% in the near future. Their tax cut of
:£200 million must be paid for by a 3 ½ % price increase.
' This means before Christmas a 20p bottle of milk, a £2.50
; gallon of petrol and a £1 Pint.
13. We must construct our cities so that they are fit to ~ ·
live ir . Tr-.:~ mqa,1s t~12t gett;ng our youth off the streets
and beautifying our st:·eets are r..vc sides of the same coin.
ln recent weeks Dublin got a t3ste of the black flag
·anarchy that breeds on unemployment and i~ues forth as
vandalism and petty crime. We must face the fact that
rural romantic Ireland is dead and gone. The cities and
towns of Ireland are where our people live, where they live
badly, and where they must be helped to live well in peace
and prosperity.
14. Finally, Sinn Fein The ·Workers' Party is concerned
with the quaUty of life. We seek a society·in which our
Health, Welfare and Education systems are totally at- the
service of the people, adequately financed, full and free
comprehensive services.
A society
- . in which Civil Liberties are strengthened and
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. preserved through open democratic debate and

discussion.
A Socialist society in which youth and women can
develop their potentials to the maximum of their
capabilities, at work, at play and in the home.

THE ECONOMIC CRISIS AND THE
GENERAL ELECTION
The Government, whether it be Fianna Fail or the
Coalition wm have to borrow £EX)() million this year just to
pay for day to day spending, The major parties are
covering up the tenifylng truth that ha\f a rmmon jobs
must be found by'1990. They don't know what to do.
They cannot disturb the auctiQneers and speculators; the
people who won't modernise agriculture; the people who
won't fish the seas; the oi\ speculators, the bankers and·
the building societies whose life's blood is inflation and
whose weapon in this crisis has been more indirect

taxation.
The fact oi life is that five hundred thousand jobs must
be created by 1990. If they are not created a whole
generation of youth

wm tan into anarchy and despair.

The five hundred thousand silent school leavers and
workers seeking jobs won't stay silent forever.
So on their track record, what have the major parties done to protect the future? What .have they done about
the great issues that dominate the polls - unemployment,
prices, Northern Ireland, housing and of course youth?
They can only be judged by what they have done and
what they are OCNV saying.
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UNEMPLOYMENT
Because the actual economic system is in crisis in Ireland,
the cost has to be passed on. If ranchers export cattle l
I
rather than process cattle then meat workers would be
·,rown out of work. That is a simple example.
On the wider scale if auctioneers want to buy and sell
land at speculative prices, housing becomes so dear that
· only office blocks are built - construction workers are
I...
thrown out of work. That is another simple example.
If we multiply and interlock these simple mechanisms, it
is. easier to understand the Irish economy so long mystified
by financial journalism.
Basically, a small minority of ranchers, property
,_ -"
.speculators and stock exchange entrepreneurs cannot
maintain their level of surplus wealth and accumulate
capital unless the economic mac1hine is worked to their
advantage. Thus the banks do not loan money at cheap
interest rates to create jobs. They invest in the Stock
Exchange sex appeal of oil shares and building land.
The cost of the crisis has been the collapse of dozens of
lit-thought-out capitalist entrepreneurial schemes of which
the MacCartins was the most dramatic. Most 'national'
firms of the pre·IDA era now automatically welch on
National Wage Agreements. Only the work of the IDA has
averted a crisis as acute as that of the middle '50s. But
Jthe cost has produced two very visible victims.
1. The first sign is the size of the Dole queues and
.consig:1ing of school leavers to longterm unemployment.
2. The existing jobs of workers are then threatened and
.undermined by the instabititv of the overall economy.
· We predict that the cost of banking ,profits, property
Jspeculation and tax dodging - the cost of privilege. - will
;see one hundred and fifty thousand on the Dole queue
: this coming winter. Most of them will be young. They will
grow old in that queue.
·
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PRICES

A\\ the po\ls show that prices is a key issue in this
election. But the propaganda of financial journalism puts
the blame n the oil crisis or on wage inflation. This is not
true .

Fianna Ftti\ has brought about the present 21% inf\ation
rate by two policies designed to protect two sections of
the capitalist class.
1. They have constantly inflated product prices for
farmers through CAP. Every victory for the lfA l0 Brussels
means dear meat for workers. Some of the media has
connived with this by representing the activities of Ray
McSharry as a patriotic struggle against English perfidy.
The fact is that the interests of the British working class
and the Irish working class is the same when it comes to
eating. Both need cheap food. Fianna Fail look ·:nter the
farmers and the workers see no meat for most of the
week.
2. By shifting the tax system away from direct taxation
on income and wealth to indirect taxation in the form of
VAT and excise duties. Basically the new Fine Gael tax
programme will intensify this policy by shifting the cost of
tax cuts (£200M) onto prices. They admit that prices will
go up by 3 ½ % - thus the 20p bottle of milk, the £2:50
gallon of petrol, the £1 pint, the 50p basic bus fare.

THE INDIRECT TAX SYSTEM AND PRICES

In summary, the Constant Tax Price ln~x compiled by
the Central Statistics Office shows that out of the 21 %
price rise this year a h~ge 6.6% points was due to indirett
taxes.. In other . words a third of inflation in the past

twew~_
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months was due to the Fianna Fail indirect ,a). :;;ystem, a
.system which Fine Gael flOW. propose to extend.
.
the political point about prices is that those with surplus
cash can withh~d that cash from consumption, thus they
avoid indirect taxes. Workers on the other hand, as
anybody knows, spend their entire income, not on
,tiques, but on food and drin~ and keeping thetr families
fed and alive. At every point they are therefore met by
indirect taxation. '

HOUSING

.

The Government in the past two years has cut back
housing all over Ireland but not equally. Less houses are
built in urban areas, while the mansior1s of the ranchers in
the green landscape are the wonder o" foreigh tourists. In
· the depopulated areas of the West for instance, the
houses built over the past ten years have been ~uperior to
those in Dublin and Cork, both in number and quality.
The shift of the economic burden of the crisis onto the
working class is quite clear in the housing sector. It has

been done in two ways:
l. Fianna F6il has progressively reduced the number of
Local Authority houses built in the last three years. h: has
stretched the housing list even further.
2. Fianna F6il's builder friends have fostered the price
spiral in the private house market, putting the hope of
owning a house out of the hands of workers and into the
hands of the sons .:nd daughters of property speculators,
auctioneem and ranchers. Many of that class are now
movihg from rural Ireland and buying second houses for
their sens and daughters attending universities in Dublin,
· Cork, Waterford and Galway.

SUMMARY
Fianna F~il and Fine Gael are financed by a small group
who live on 1.he misery of the n% of our people who live

.
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on wages and salaries, have no property and are at the
mercy of indirect taxation and inflation. The next
generation faces a life without jobs, decent houses or
purpose. That ·is what Fianna F4il and Fine Gael are doing

to our people to keep a tiny minority on top.

THE POLITICS OF PEACE AND

WORK

We V\ant to contrast the SFWP approcch to the present
crisis with that of Fianna F~il and Fine Gael. The two big
issues are full employrrent and the North.

1. FULL EMPLOYMENT
The major parties have removed the stcte from the arena
of full emp·loymer ~- That is bec~use Fianna Fail and Fine
Gaei hJ:s :.he publtc sector. They hatt: Bord na Mona and
CIE because they do a jt b the private Sfrctor won't do.
When they can they run these bodies down. The folklor~
of rapitalism in Ireland is one non-stop propaganda
carr:;Jaign against state workers and state agencies. Every
gombeen builder in Fianna Fail and every fur coat in Fine
G~al has a moan about state interference.
Sinn Fein The Workers Party has questions to ask.
Without the state wou,d there be buses to Skibbereen?
Would turf be produced on a vast scale? Would people be
able to afford to go to a doctor? Would fires be put out?
. We know the answer. Without the state the private
sector would have reduced Ireland to a wasteland.
Without the lOA Ireland would be depopulated.
The state, we say, is the only instrument of full
e'.'!p:oyment in lrela_nd.
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We believe that the state seotor must now expand to
finish the historic tasks it has already begun.

THE ECONOMIC ISSUES
In every sector of the economy, our Party's policies are in
stark contrast to the other three.
·
Take food pr~, We alone of the four parties oppose
CAP. This subsidy i)'Stem promotes waste and low
production. CAP causes farmers to accept price rises
instead of increasing production.
Take the EEC. We believe that the £400 million we get
from the EEC should be used not to keep prices high,
which keeps farm output low, but should be channelled to
the cities. We want the EEC Regional and Social Fund ·
used to fight urban blight, provide a better and cheaper
transport system and give work to our young.
;
Take taxation. Fianna Fail has increased indirect
taxation . They ignored the 750~000 people who look for
tax reform. We support the PAYE system. We want it
augmented by .wealth and property taxes.
·. '.)
Take Fine Gael and the Labour Pany on the tax
question. Fine Gael offers price rises to fu nd tax cuts. The
Labour manifesto has no commitment to abolish tax
evasion. They say "There is limited potential in the short
term for any significant relief in the combined burden of
direct and indirect taxes." That means that they accept FF
policy, not to take on the tax dodgers.
-l
•

EMERGENCY ECONOMIC PROGRAMME
'Y.le must plan now to attack the frigh tening Dole numbers
which by Christmas could reach 150,000. We want an
Emergency Economic Development Programme. We want
to borrow money not for bribes, but to get ready for any
break in the world recession. We want a new plan, for
1Dt\ advance factory building, directed exclusively at the
town centres and inner city areas.
A\ongside this investment programme we want to
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electrify the railways and re-equip CIE with new road
'u
stock. And we want to get the potholes out of the national
· ,\
road network and built new routes. And we want to toll
booths littering the Republic's highways.

HOUSING.
We want a National Housing Authority set up in charge of"

every facet of housing. Under it we want a National
-Construction Company.
The National Housing Authority would be instructed to

oversee a crash Programme of Public Housing. I1 would ,
(a) set up a fair and reasonable points system t0 stop
queue jumping, (b) be given sweering power to ~omrol the
price nf land in and around urb:n areas to bri,!g L.1use
price£ down, (c) be given powers of co.npul·,:,ry pu:·.:-1::ise
to stop land speculation, (d) build low rise apartment ·.
'blocks with controlled rents for young workc:rs and

destroy the landlord system in urban ar.:a; , (E) elirnin:.1:e
the derelict housing stock used by old peop!e 2nd create
.secure and safe housing for the old .
.YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

Wilh 65,000 sc11ool leavers f very year there is a pe1 manen:
crisi5 in j0hs and training. Thi~ year because
unemployment is rising and the recess~on is in full spate,
the youih 0f Ireland is facing an even harder winter. What
do;:.1ir.:1 .....~ th~ mhd of young people is the lack of any -::
dear direction on how they wii\ spend tr.t: rest of their
Jives. L.ck of money is nor so serious as this dis:nal lack

of _purpose.
Jobs can be provided. The biggest field here would be
the micro-electronic and food processing industries now in
a state of anarchy because the IDA is trying to hive off
electronics to small capitalists and· meat processing has
.collc\PSed under the hooves of the exported cattle of the

ranchers. The state electronics industry and the state meat
13
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processing board would provide S0,000 jobs within its first
years of full production.

YOUTH LEISURE FACILITIES
The black flag rioting showed the seamier side of the
lumpen proletariat which Fianna Fail has created in our
big cities. The re~ources of Bord Failte and RTE together
with AnCo and the National Youth Council would be incorporated by us into a new state body called An Bord
Sport. This would not only develop the physical side of
sport for the young, but oversee state leisure centres,
gigant ir complexes in every working class district. These .
would combine discoes, cinemas, gymnasia, cafes and
indoor tracks. They would also be safe. We want no more
Stardusts. And if the state was running leisure they would
have been rto Stardust.
·

1

\\'0MEN
Sh .n Fein The Workers· Party has develoP,ed a
_
comprehensive programme i:1 relation to woll!en's rights.
\\',., seek:
Increases in all welfare payments and an end to delays in
paying out benefit. Gu~rantee of married women's right to
unemployment benefit and an end to all discrimination
children's allowances to the
against women. Raising
level needed to maintain a child .
.Comprehensive free health services, better child clinics and
health centres. Improved maternity services and
availability of full family planning services. Proper/
transport for all estates and provision of shopping centres,
laundrettes, community-based child care centres etc. within
easy reach of all housing estates. Improved access to all
public places and shopping centres for parents with young
children. More public authority housing and control of
housing costs and mortgage rates.

of
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Provision of creches and nurseries at places of work.
'Maternity leave to be increased to 26 weeks and the
introduction of at least three weeks' paternity leave. .
Full enforcement of existing laws to prevent discrimination
in pay, working conditions. promotion, pensions.
Greatly improved help and protection for victims of
domestic violence. Complete legal equality in all spheres of
life for women and men.
Family courts to deal in a sensitive and enlightened way
with issues such as separation, divo1 ce. custody of
children.
PENSIONS
Back in 1976, the .Coalition produced a Green Paper on
pay-related pensions, starting from the basic premise that
the existing flat rate state benefit~ are " str Jcturally
incapable'' of providing a decent standard of living for
m'ost elderly and retired people . .
The Paper was a useful one in that it described the
existing situation, both here and in other countries, and set
out possible options for future development.
However 1 i:me of the options was missing - namely that
there would be no f ucure development<:. Nothin5 happened
for the rest of the Coalition's term of office; and virtually
nothing happened in the four years of Fianna Fail
government. An ad eventually appeared in the papers,
asking "interested parties" to make submissions on the
Green Paper. They did.
·
The Irish Congress of Trade Unions did. The ITGWU
did. So did several other unions.'So, presumably, did the ·
various business interests. But the government did nothing
about an this. Why?
One reason is that proper pensions provision is an .
expensive business and additional social welfare
expenditure wasn't exactly a high priority. Another reason
was Fianna Fail's concern for the self.employed: they were
anxious to ensure coverage for the self-'employed as well as
for employees, which obviously_ complicat~d matters
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Last year, the ICTU managed to extract a commitment
from the government, as part of the National
.
Understanding, that a White Paper on Pensions would be
published in the first quarter of 1981. Nobody seems to
have noticed that the first quarter of 1981 has been and
·gone - but no White Paper. It's been shelved again ...
Another National Understanding commitment has been
broken, with very little protest from anyone.
A vart?:ularly scandalous aspect of all this is that since
l 97'i, everyone has been paying social insurance
~ontributions on a pay-related basis. Yet pensions from
~.ocia\ welfare are still flat-rate only. This means that
anyone retiring recently is ever more unjustly treated than
,he avei age pensioner, who has been getting promises year
afler year, but did not.actually pay the high contricbutions
as well. .
Sinn Fein The W-orkers' Party is committed to the idea
of a comprehensive, national, pay-related pens10n scheme,
recognising that only such a scheme can properly cater for
the needs of all categories of workers .

THE TRACK RECORD OF SINN
FEIN THE WORKERS' PARTY
We were the first in the field to identify the sell-out of
Irish oil and gas. We published, in 1974, our booklet The
Great Irish Oil and Gas Robbery.
We were first in the fietd to defend the public sector.
·Against Coalition charges that public servants were
parasites we showed instead that the auctioneers, the ·
prnperty speculators, the cattle jobbers and the rack
renters were living off the dedicated work of thousands of .
•1
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workers and technicians in Bord na Mona, Aer Lingus,
living off nurses, firemen, teachers and bus drivers. That
pamphlet was called The Public Sector and the
Pfof;tmakers published. in 1975.
\/1.'e were the first in the field to pin down profiteering
by the banks. We published a detailed study of the
moneylending monopoly in January 1976. It was simply
called The Banks. The facts and figures still hold up.
We were first in the field with a plan for full
employment. In the summer of 1976 we issued our
r>amphlet Full Employment by 1986. It was the first use of
the demographic findings of Dr. Brendan Walshe. lt made
the working class aware of its growing strength and
identified the youth problem tor the first time in \reland.
We were first in the field to expose the whizz kids of
Irish capitalism. Our pamphlet Tony ,O'Reilly's Last Game,
published in 1976 is still a classic of Irish financial
iournalisrn.
And then we produced our major study. We knew that
·the Irish people needed a detaile·d plan for full
employment. So we wrote a book. That work The Irish
Industrial Revolution ·is still the only detailed programme
f-:)r full employment produced since the state was
founded. We u:.;date it every year and there is a growing
derf)8nd for it from workers and students.
We were first in the field for tax reform. We were the
only party in \retand to produce a facts and hgu,es
analysis in pamphlet form. One full year before the great
PAYE marches we published Come On The Taxpayers. Its
facts and figures were borrowed and used on platforms
throughout that great upheaval.
We didn't have to wave our party banner on the PAYE
'march. We had done the work and the workers knew it. - ,
We were first in the field to pin down the destruction of
.public transport in our towns and cities. We published our
Rapid Ra,7 for ·oublin pamphlet as far back as 1978.
And as we published we went out and talked to the
working class. We built up our constituency support on
hard work and straight talk. Our trade union members an?

J7
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councillors became a bye.word for- honesty and hard -,
work. We talked to CIE workers about the Van Hool -:J.
sell-out and we talked to pubJic servants and explained
why they weren't parasites.
Today, that work is paying off. We don't grab the
,;.
headlines with gimmicks and cheap promises. We work on /
the factory floor, on the doorstep, in our schools, -::.. technical colleges. We are building securely.
'<,
Above all, we have held the line on Northern Ireland.
While the media follows the romantic and f9Urderous
posture of the paramilitaries, our party preached pe~ce, .
work and democracy on the streets of Northern Ireland.
Since the reality of modem manifestoes is that they oi~
issued to the media rather than to the voter, we want the
press to get o:.ir message straight. And it is this. This
election is primarily about work, prices and peace. We
believe that Fianna F~il is once again warmongering in -Northern Ireland:
·
More and more the Haughey faction of Fianna Fai1 turn
to the North hoping to divert people from the questions of
jobs, p'"ices, !axation. Using explicit mouthpieces like S•le
De Vai2ra and first cousins like Niall Blaney and the
.H- Block campaigners, they foster the sick deiusion that a
million Irish Protestants can be coerced by Margaret
Thatcher intu a corrupt southern society.
Sinn Fein The Workers' Party will continue its
opposition both in Northern Ireland and the R.epublic to all
efforts to foment divisions among workers. -For us and the
Irish people we believe that there is no alternative to the
slogan we have advanced during this past decade,
"Peace, Work and Class Politics".
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